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CHAPTER 5

Hüh tu pu/To Mark with Tattoo: Chen Naga 
Tiger-Spirit Tattoos and Indigenous 

Ontologies in Northeast India

Lars Krutak

In recent decades, several authors have described Indigenous forms of tat-
tooing as a process of writing or visual language of the body.1 While I 
firmly agree with such statements, these and other writers refrain from 
explaining what is meant by their assertions. Thus, the question arises: 
what does it mean to say that Indigenous tattoos are texts or even a visual 
language of the skin?

At its most basic level, the tattoo, like writing, operates through a sys-
tem of intercommunication based on the use of conventional visible marks 
produced on durable surfaces.2 As a form of communication, tattooing 
integrates human activity within an institutionalized and socially agreed 
upon classification system that is patterned, inscribed, and embodies a nar-
rative.3 Like books, paintings, photographs, and contemporary magazines, 
Indigenous tattoos convey stories that leave their traces, because like texts 
they are composed of signs that relate to an awareness of things (e.g., 
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identity, genealogy, status, achievement, medicine) and ontological rela-
tions (e.g., ancestors, spirits, animals) Other than themselves.4 Although 
the meanings of particular designs may not always be decipherable or eas-
ily interpretable, Indigenous tattoos are analogous to a visual language 
comprising conventional iconography, design, and social relations that are 
deployed, translated, and experienced to (re)produce and organize world-
views. For “what defines language is not precisely the use of words, or 
even conventional signs; it is the use of any sign whatsoever as involving 
the knowledge of awareness of the relation of signification,” which serves 
to make ourselves and our worlds understood to others.5 Bound to human 
skin like writing on parchment or paper, tattoos have the power to arrest 
or fix the world at specific moments in time. Furthermore, tattoos have 
the ability to preserve ephemeral events of the past in concrete visual 
detail, while at the same time giving form to one’s personality, since, like 
a signature, they transmit one’s identity beyond their bodily limits. After 
all, whatever can be written must in principle be readable by others.6

The textuality of tattooing is often recognized in Indigenous languages, 
which have largely been described as “unwritten” in the scientific litera-
ture. In the Chinese lexicon, the contemporary term for tattoo is based on 
the ancient ~1st millennium B.C. Han character wen, which also means 
“to write.” Today, wen embodies literacy, cultural sophistication, and civi-
lization,7 but the original character 文 is believed to be derived from a 
tattooed individual, perhaps a northern “barbarian” with a marked chest.8 
For the Paiwan of southern Taiwan, the word for tattooing is “vecik” or 
“writing.”9 Prior to its virtual abandonment in the mid-twentieth century, 
Paiwan tattooing was intimately associated with social status, leadership, 
accomplishment, and ancestral connections to particular deities and spir-
its.10 Similarly, the Atayal of northern Taiwan employed the term “patas” 
for tattooing, which can refer to “writing words.”11 Atayal tattoo demar-
cated ancestral teachings, social status, rites of passage, and spiritual beliefs, 
among other important facets of culture.12 The Ainu of Japan originally 
utilized the term nuye for tattooing, which conveyed several meanings: “to 
carve,” “to tattoo,” and “to write.”13 Tattooing here was connected to 
medicinal treatment, apotropaic power, sympathetic magic, cosmic rela-
tions to particular deities, and the afterlife.14

In North America, the performance of Omaha women’s tattooing on 
the Great Plains, not to mention related female marking traditions among 
other Siouan tribes (e.g., Otoe-Missouria, Osage, Ponca, Ioway), was 
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textual in its syntax and literally textual as an act of writing.15 These “Marks 
of Honor” (xthexe, Omaha, and Osage) were pregnant with cosmic mean-
ing and embodied with mythical teachings; they also bestowed life-giving 
and life-prolonging powers to the tattoo recipient(s).16 Across Indigenous 
California, the Hupa and other tribes described their tattooing traditions 
as a form of making “marks,” whereas the Tolowa (Dee-ni’) and some 
Pomo groups deployed words that later became associated with the mod-
ern verb “to write.”17 Permanent body marking with tattoos was inti-
mately connected to complex rites of passage, tribal identity, and annual 
ceremonies performed to “renew” the world.18

What this brief ethnographic survey reveals is that tattoos across the 
Indigenous world inscribed, documented, and recorded various cultural 
meanings and concepts textually within an organized system of communi-
cation. As a form of knowledge transmission, tattooing accounted for 
ways of being in the world through anchoring significant Indigenous val-
ues and ontological concerns on the skin via a visual mosaic rooted in 
traditional practice. The bodily performance of tattooing, which was 
almost universally ritualized, reenacted ancestral practices and mythic tra-
ditions, and as it related these occurrences of the past to the present it 
bound the tattoo recipient to a deeply felt collective history. In turn, tat-
tooing traced a pathway through the world that individuals navigated in 
their attempts to acquire new knowledge of themselves and their position 
in the world.

In order to better comprehend these complex realities, this chapter 
considers Indigenous tattooing as a form of writing. However, it also 
looks beyond this corporal landscape of material signs or symbols to one 
that is patterned by unwritten narratives and invisible sources that lie in 
more metaphysical locations. Namely, I will argue that in order to better 
understand Indigenous tattoos one must acknowledge their ontological 
associations with nonhuman entities, who play an active role in shaping a 
tattooed person’s sense of self, and of their attitudes and orientations 
toward the world.19 Drawing on anthropological field research among the 
Naga of Northeast India, I will explore the textual and ontological status 
of specific forms of tattooing, especially that of the Chen Naga Shahnyu 
yaha or “Tiger familiar spirit” tattoo, which today is possessed by only 
three men. As extensions of the self and other-than-human self, these tat-
toos embody aspects of being via textual relations, iconography, and inter- 
species communication.
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The Chen TaTToo

The Chen people, who are part of the larger Konyak Naga Tribe, live 
along the mountainous and heavily forested international border of India 
and Myanmar along the Patkai Range. Although they speak a dialectical 
variant of Konyak, the common term for tattooing spoken across the 
region is tu, or “marking.”20

Traditionally, as with other Naga groups, male tattooing among the 
Chen was primarily associated with militaristic culture and the former 
practice of headhunting. Although some young men might inherit the 
right to bear specific forms of warrior tattooing from their fathers if they 
were members of the ruling class (angh) or sons of “rich men” (lowang), 
typically only combat veterans who had proved themselves on the battle-
field could earn the right to be tattooed on their faces and bodies. There 
were, of course, different grades of Chen warrior status and specific tat-
toos associated with each station as I will discuss below. All of these tattoos 
were placed on visually prominent areas of the body and could be read by 
friend and foe like military insignia.

Individuals who participated in their first headhunting raid earned the 
right to a goggle-like facial tattoo. This bold tattoo was significant, because 
this badge of courage conferred initiation into their respective clan’s 
paan,21 or men’s house. Forming a male “clubhouse” and dormitory of 
sorts, it was within the paan that male elders instructed the youth about 
Chen customs and the proper way of life. Herein, male leaders held coun-
cil, gossiped about the events of the day, or made important decisions 
regarding ceremonies, warfare, and economic pursuits, which bound all 
the members of the paan.

Men who sought to separate themselves from their peers and who suc-
ceeded in beheading an enemy could have their facial tattoos amended to 
include a series of latticework tattoos on their cheeks (goa-wat) derived 
from bamboo weave patterns, which were a symbol of strength. Great 
warriors or naomei who acquired several heads were entitled to elaborate 
neck tattoos (ring tu pu) that were also inspired from the bamboo weave. 
As a Chen warrior built-up his name through additional military accom-
plishments and head-taking, his body became replete with numerous 
other tattoos marking the shoulders, forearms, back, eyelids, thighs, and 
even the penis, each conferring various degrees of enhanced status.22 In 
the words of Pusutsu Thongru, a tattooed Sangtam Naga warrior and 
former headhunter of Phelungre village, “warriors were worshipped like 
gods” and greatly admired by village maidens.23
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Tattooed Chen elders Chingkei Sokompa and Chingham Chatrahpa, 
whose fathers were wealthy men or lowang, greatly desired to earn the 
right to be tattooed as teenagers in the early 1950s. With the passage of 
the Government of India Act in 1935, however, headhunting was officially 
prohibited by the then ruling British in “administered areas” of the south-
ern and western Naga hills. In the “unadministered” eastern regions of 
Naga territory, which encompassed Konyak, Chen, and other Indigenous 
lands, headhunting persisted well into the 1960s,24 but by the time 
Chingkei and Chingham came of age Indian military and governmental 
agents began forcefully imposing the old headhunting bans in their dis-
trict. Notwithstanding, Chingkei, Chingham, and their mates, like other 
neophyte Naga warriors of this time,25 devised new forms of warfare that 
could be rewarded with the receipt of a headhunter’s tattoo (Fig. 5.1).

In November 2019,26 I conducted interviews with these heavily tat-
tooed elders in Chen Loisho village. They spoke with me about their 
motivations to earn facial and neck tattoos as well as the circumstances 
surrounding the acquisition of these permanent markings. Both men are 
the last Chen Naga to bear the elaborate neck tattoos of their ancestors, 
and they began their conversations speaking about how their neck tattoos 
were genealogical markers. Chingkei noted:

My father and grandfather had the same neck patterns; they have been in my 
family for generations. It was somewhat compulsory that I had to get them, 
otherwise it would be like I was not a member of my own family and I 
would have been ridiculed. So, when I came of age, I decided I should get 
these tattoos.

Since headhunting was prohibited by the Indian government at this 
time, Chen elders reconfigured traditional protocols in order to allow 
their young men to receive warrior markings. Anthropomorphic effigies 
made of wood were carved and transported behind the boundary of an 
enemy’s territory. Chingkei recounted that day:

The raid had to be sanctioned by the Angh Court [hereditary council] since 
the time for tattooing was coming to an end. Because our desire was so 
great, they said yes because the headhunting ban had not yet been totally 
enforced in our area and Christianity was coming; missionaries looked down 
at these practices.

Around 10–12 young men went down together to the Tehok River 
towards Aboi village to kill the effigy. When we reached our paan, we placed 
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the wooden head on the ancestral stones [that commemorate great events of 
the past], and the celebrations began. The head was treated as if it were 
human, and later it was placed with the skulls of enemies housed in the paan.

Chingham related similar motivations for obtaining warrior tattoos:

Both my father and grandfather had these neck tattoos—the same patterns.
While we were young, we weren’t even wearing any clothes at all. But 

after you received the tattoos you not only come of age, but we are allowed 
to start wearing clothes and ornaments as well. We could also get married 
afterwards.

Fig. 5.1 Chingkei Sokompa of Chen Loisho village, Nagaland. 2019. (© 
Lars Krutak)
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Although the wooden effigy that Chingham hunted was placed at a differ-
ent location, the result was the same; it came to rest with the human heads 
in his paan (Fig. 5.2).

Chingham added another detail about his journey home from the mock 
headhunting event; namely, the lyrics of a celebratory song which was 
sung as the victorious group traveled homeward:

Nang Jeu-a, Nang Pa-a; lah-lah efa ong, lah ong rei lae hui lay hui laa!
Your father has given you away; your mother has given you away; and we 
happily take you back to our village!

Fig. 5.2 Chingham Chatrahpa of Chen Loisho village, Nagaland. 2019. (© 
Lars Krutak)
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Shortly after the victory celebrations concluded, Chingkei, Chingham, 
and their “brothers” received facial tattoos from the tattooist of their vil-
lage. Among the Konyak and Chen Naga, this position was held by the 
wife of the ruling angh of their village, the anghya. After their wounds had 
healed, both men received their neck tattoos, but these were applied by a 
male tattooist whose name was Phochai.

Of the men who accompanied Chingkei on the mock headhunt, he was 
the only individual who received the neck tattoos. The reason being is that 
this occasion necessitated a Feast of Merit, which was an expensive under-
taking. Among the Chen and other Naga groups, Feasts of Merit enhanced 
the status of the host’s family and household through the display and 
redistribution of wealth in the village, namely the meat of large bovines 
called mithun or water buffalo which were slaughtered during such events. 
However, these feasts also operated on a spiritual level, since meat was 
offered ritualistically to ancestral and village spirits. These actions ensured 
the favor of these entities and were also believed to contribute to the com-
munal fertility of the household and village. Human heads taken in com-
bat provided similar benefits, because they were believed to contain 
life-giving powers that, when properly harnessed, could increase the yield 
of agricultural crops, the number of newborn children in the village, and 
a man’s virility.27 Notwithstanding, Chingkei’s paan was punished by gov-
ernmental authorities for his participation in mock headhunting and his 
resulting tattoos; a fine of two cows was levied.

From a spiritual standpoint, facial tattoos were compulsory after a war 
party had taken an enemy head. In 2018, I interviewed the nearly one- 
hundred- year-old tattooed veteran Konyak warrior Beyau Waisha of 
Monyakshu village. Pointing first to his faded facial tattoos, then to the 
thorns of an aloe plant growing beneath his back porch, he explained:

If you don’t get tattooed and spill your own blood after killing an enemy, 
then after you die your soul will be constantly tortured by spirits with thorns 
like this and your soul will not rest in peace. You must spill your own blood 
as a form of purification.28

Naga warrior tattoos had other performative functions in the afterlife. 
The aforementioned Sangtam warrior Pusutsu Thongru, who bears the 
warrior’s chest tattoos of his tribe, observed: “The Naga people believe 
that if we die and are not marked with these tattoos, our souls do not get 
food and drink in the afterlife.”29
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When I asked Chingkei and Chingham about life after death, they both 
offered the same answer. “When you die, I believe you take along your 
tattoos to the afterlife.” Across the Konyak, Phom, Chang, and other 
Naga tribal regions, the tattoo markings of great warriors often adorn 
their grave stones. These memorial markers forever communicate their 
honorable deeds, accomplishments, and life-force across the planes of the 
living and dead.

The Tiger-SpiriT TaTToo

Naga tattooing has thus far been shown to encompass an Indigenous sys-
tem of meaning, knowledge production, and communication that docu-
ments unique forms of cultural information upon the human body so that 
it can be transmitted and interpreted by others, including other-than- 
human entities. In Naga and other Indigenous life worlds, tattooing is a 
lived practice of creating and experiencing various relations through bodily 
narratives that are inscribed and culturally patterned. Tattoos expose the 
translatable ontological contours of the human body through text-like 
motifs and patterns that have heretofore been neglected in conventional 
understandings of the origins of human writing and language.

Lines tattooed on human skin tell stories which relate the occurrences 
of the past as well as one’s path through the world that others can also 
follow in the process of their own self-making.30

It is through this temporal movement from place to place, experience 
to experience, story to story, or in our case tattoo to tattoo that cultural 
knowledge is integrated, precisely because knowledge resides not in things 
or objects per se, but via the network of relations “in-between” them.31

Unlike texts on paper, however, Naga tattoos are inhabited since 
through their embodiment in the flesh, and transcendent afterlife journeys 
with the soul, they give rise to ways of knowing and remembering the 
world through narratives that interweave present and past lives. Thus, tat-
toos and tattooed bodies extend in space and place, and to the tattooed 
bodies of other individuals—both living and dead. For the Chen, specific 
forms of tattooing also extended themselves to particular animals like the 
tiger, as well as to the “tiger-man.” First-hand descriptions of the worlds 
that Naga tiger-men inhabit are rare, and to date there is a considerable 
gap in the anthropological record concerning this subject.32

In Konyak myth, man and tiger were originally brothers (hu) and born 
from the same mother. Although there are several variations of this story 
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across the Konyak and Naga universe,33 these siblings, who shared the 
same spirit or soul, had a disagreement that compelled them to live sepa-
rate lives thereafter. The man became the progenitor of the chiefly clan 
which gave rise to the ruling class (angh), and the tiger was banished to 
the forest. In Konyak and Chen belief, when a new angh was born, his 
tiger familiar spirit was also born in the forest.34 This inextricable relation-
ship of spiritual co-essence gave rise to an ancient tattooing tradition 
whereby men of the Chen ruling class acquired patterns on their backs 
derived from the limbs, legs, stripes, and spirit of “their brother”–the tiger.

Apart from acquiring the physical characteristics of the tiger on their 
body via tattoo, the “tiger-spirit” also inhabits his human companion and 
vice versa. This mutual type of soul-transfer usually manifests itself when a 
human bearer of the tiger-spirit tattoo enters a deep dream state while 
sleeping,35 although according to my Chen informants the tiger-spirit can 
also manifest itself during waking-life through visions. In turn, the man’s 
soul travels out of his body and into that of their tiger familiar where it 
becomes fully engaged with the surrounding environment. According to 
Tolei Angh of Chenwetnyu36 village, the tiger-man can see through the 
eyes of their feline friend, hear and smell what their animal kin encounters 
on the trail, and in the headhunting era warrior chiefs could employ the 
help of their “protector” to track the movements of their enemies.37 Men 
who possessed these spiritual assistants would become tiger-like in their 
actions as well as display superhuman feats (e.g., manifest extraordinary 
strength, travel great distances in the blink of an eye), and rarely were they 
defeated in battle (Fig. 5.3).

But Tolei Angh noted there were risks associated with having an animal 
counterpart. If one’s tiger familiar was wounded or killed, then the human 
linked with it would experience a similar fate, and sometimes cuts, scars, 
lethargy, physical ailments, or sickness accompanied a tiger-man thus 
affected. Moreover, if your animal companion had a very powerful spirit 
and you could not control it, Tolei Angh noted it was very likely that you 
would become insane and die.

However, none of the Chen tiger-spirit tattoo bearers I interviewed 
became “possessed” by their spirits,38 in the sense that they lost their own 
volition while inhabited by their familiar. Furthermore, they did not imply 
that they could not communicate intelligibly with other persons while 
they were visited by the tiger-spirit. In fact, the tiger-men I interviewed 
noted they were in perfect harmony at all times with their alter ego, includ-
ing during the daytime. These findings contrast markedly with those made 
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by British civil servants/ethnographers John H.  Hutton39 and William 
G. Archer40 who, in no uncertain terms, stated tiger-men were subservient 
to their familiars. In turn, these writers downplayed the human agency of 
tiger-men during their waking-lives. But the tiger-spirit men I spoke with 
were firmly in control of their familiar spirits, and I attribute this to the 
mythical and genealogical ties that bound Chen noblemen to their con-
sanguineal feline relations. Chen-o Khuzuthrupa of Hoyang, the tattooed 
lowang-naomei of Chenwetnyu village said: “Although it is powerful, I 
never felt threatened by the tiger-spirit, including those of other men who 
possess it.”41

Fig. 5.3 Tolei Angh, a tiger-spirit tattoo bearer of Chenwetnyu village, Nagaland. 
2010. (© Lars Krutak)
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In those Naga areas where therianthropy is prevalent, descriptions 
relate that the tiger-spirit world is ordered in ways that resemble human 
communities and their attendant social structures.42 Felines of this realm 
organize themselves through a stratified system of ranks, rules and laws, 
and other socio-political structures that guided the duties of the cohort, 
all of which was presided over by a “Council of Tigers.”43 The laws of this 
world also prescribed a specific diet that was to be maintained throughout 
one’s lifetime. Tolei Angh stated he could not eat “anything that comes 
from beneath the earth,” especially tubers (e.g., cassava, yams), as well as 
a variety of red rice.

Chen-o Khuzuthrupa agreed with Tolei Angh’s assessment. But he 
added more details: “Apart from tubers, I could not consume vegetables 
from creepers, and certainly no meat from the cat family: no civet, leopard, 
or tiger flesh. If I ate tiger meat it would kill me! Pork and mithun meat 
are okay to eat. Moreover, I can only eat out of special baskets and leaves, 
and cannot share my utensils with anyone; that is tabooed. Although I 
would be offered the lion’s, ahem tiger’s, share of any kill, I would wait for 
all others to eat and would not consume everything on my plate. That was 
considered unbecoming of a tiger-spirit bearer (Fig. 5.4). Whatever food 
I left untouched would go to others who were in need. And even when I 
eat, I must sit in a special position too.”

What Chen-o Khuzuthrupa meant by the latter statement is that he sat 
on an elevated pedestal during any social gathering or community celebra-
tions. After acquiring the tiger-spirit tattoo, his persona was elevated to 
that of a “caretaker” of his people. And during important community 
discussions, he maintained the final word, especially in matters involving 
warfare, land disputes, or annulling local alliances with other villages.

Unlike Tolei Angh, who was not a warrior chief, Chen-o Khuzuthrupa 
was an inveterate combatant and took seven heads in his prime. Under his 
military leadership, hundreds of enemy heads came to rest in the various 
paan’s of Chenwetnyu village. According to Chen-o Khuzuthrupa, his 
tiger familiar spirit tattoo (Shahnyu yaha) was a hereditary mark passed 
down for 20 generations along his family line. Although some Chen and 
Konyak leaders may have inherited a leopard spirit,44 his was derived from 
the tiger, which his father and grandfather also possessed.

Chen-o Khuzuthrupa related to me that only men from three Chen 
dynastic families could bear the tiger familiar spirit tattoo: his, Tolei 
Angh’s, and a third, that of Wingkang Wingkhangpa of Chen Loisho vil-
lage. After his father passed away, Chen-o Khuzuthrupa was next in line to 
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receive the powerful tattoo of his ancestors. But he could not receive it 
until he had taken a human head and partaken in certain ceremonies; a 
Feast of Merit was also held to consecrate the new tattoo. Once embodied 
with the tiger-spirit, Chen-o Khuzuthrupa’s personality changed. 
Although he is nearly one-hundred-years-old today, he recalled this spiri-
tual transformation to Ao Naga musician and writer Anungla Longkumer:

There was a time when I was full of energy. At sunrise, my spirit would come 
alive, and I had only one thought: how many animals I could kill, how many 

Fig. 5.4 The former “tiger-man,” Chen-o Khuzuthrupa of Hoyang, Chenwetnyu 
village, Nagaland. 2019. (© Lars Krutak)
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heads could I take.45 … It was a bravery that I had in me, just to be alone 
anywhere, not to fear anything. That perhaps is the tiger-spirit.46

Chen-o Khuzuthrupa provided me with additional information con-
cerning his tiger-spirit powers. He also described a time when he faced 
severe illness but recovered due to his connection with his feline spirit:

When someone is causing ill will against you, the tiger-spirit will attack, bite, 
or eat them. Then, it provides you with protection. However, at one time in 
my life someone placed black magic on me through an effigy figure placed 
in a graveyard. They were jealous of my power and skills, and I was sick for 
a very long time. Because of my tiger-spirit, which was very strong, I did 
not die.

When my tiger-spirit is injured, I would also feel its pain. To heal both 
our spirits, my family and the high priest (Voompa) of the village would 
make sacrifices. They would carve a wooden effigy of the animal and make 
offerings to it.

More specifically, if the bearer of the spirit is taken seriously ill, an inves-
tigation is carried out to find out if any tiger was captured or killed in the far 
reaches of Konyakland or beyond [through a kind of tribal Interpol]. If an 
injured or captured tiger is indeed discovered, the Voompa is immediately 
called upon to offer penance for the salvation of the animal. At his behest, 
animal sacrifices are carried out by the designated priest.

If the host animal is unfortunately killed elaborate prayers and commu-
nity prayers are offered to the Almighty Yowan [the good spirit], and the 
dreadful Maan-thra [the bad spirit]. In this case, high priests from neigh-
boring villages were also called upon. An effigy of the host animal is ceremo-
niously sent off to the afterlife and a new host is appointed, in which case, 
the bearer is conferred a new spirit. Of course, no new tiger-spirit tattoo 
needs to be given, but a feast is organized to sanctify the new host animal. 
The appointment of a new animal is more spiritual and symbolic than actual, 
since no “real” tiger is assigned.

Chen-o Khuzuthrupa also explained to Longkumer47 the meanings 
behind his tattoos, which highlight his kinship with the powerful familiar 
spirit. His testimony reveals that his tattoos possess the agency to make 
immaterial spirit matter material, thus rendering profound experience- 
transcending forces by making them real. This practice can be likened to a 
form of “spirit writing,” whereby in other religious traditions (e.g., 
Islamic, Christian, Hindu) divinity principally manifests itself to humans 
through written words and signs recorded on paper.48
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The curved lines in the tiger-spirit tattoo signify the legs and hands of the 
animal, so the spirit is protecting your back. The lines are the limbs of the 
tiger, and the dotted lines are the stripes, but it is the circle that signifies the 
spirit. The circle in the center signifies the essence, the spirit.

* * *

As previously described, tigers embodied with human souls move about a 
world of their own making that is very much structured like that of the 
Naga. They demonstrate human-like traits, agency, and knowledge 
because they share a common subjectivity and origin with particular 
humans. Chen-o Khuzuthrupa described similar notions when he spoke 
with me about encountering his own tiger companion in the forest, as well 
as the tiger-spirits of other men. During these experiences, it was as if two 
warriors were meeting on the field of battle:

If a man with a tiger-spirit meets his feline face-to-face, it’s like two old 
companions are meeting. However, if their spirits are not in unity their 
meeting can become hostile.

A tiger is a warrior in itself. Therefore, if another warrior’s animal com-
panion meets each other [in the forest], such as the chiefly anghs of other 
villages, the tigers either fight or they are in companionship with one 
another, depending on their [human] spirit bearers.

Whether they occur in the human or feline world, conflicts such as 
those just described by Chen-o Khuzuthrupa are usually the result of ter-
ritorial concerns, ranking order, and are intimately connected with aggres-
sion. Indeed, Chen-o Khuzuthrupa related that the past practice of 
headhunting concerned expanding one’s territory through military 
aggression: “What can I say. Headhunting was the norm and it felt right 
back then,” he said. “There was a time where life was about acquiring 
enemy heads and conquering your enemy’s territories. And it was also 
about ruling over your territory, and making your presence known to 
the world.”

In nature, tigers also rule over their territories through defending it 
from outsiders. They also mark their territories (scratching trees, using 
scent, etc.) along invisible boundary lines, and actively compete with other 
males to keep it from them. The largest males are able to mark trees or 
stones at heights that smaller, less dominant individuals cannot reach. 
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These social and sensory cues are noted by other tigers and provide some 
indication of the local hierarchy in a given area.49 In turn, this form of 
intra-species communication serves to organize and regulate how and 
when tigers interact with one, as well as aspects of their individual identity 
vis-à-vis others across the tiger realm. In some sense, these behaviors par-
allel the communication systems of humans, who also orient and identify 
themselves in space and time by inscribing marks upon their environment, 
the objects within it, as well as upon their own bodies.

Although tigers, unlike humans, do not inscribe their bodies with iden-
tifying marks, they do possess unique physical markings (stripes, wounds, 
scars) which, like fingerprints or even a human tattoo, can be used to 
transmit their identities across the tiger world. Indeed, science has illus-
trated that each tiger possesses stripe patterns that are exclusive to each 
individual and can be used to determine their identity. For Naga elders like 
Chen-o Khuzuthrupa, tiger-spirit tattoos operate on the same relational 
level in the human world because, as previously noted, these tattoo bearers 
are distinguished from all other members of Chen society.

However, tiger-spirit tattoos operate on other more metaphysical lev-
els. Descended from primordial beings, they are worn by Chen noblemen 
as marks of supernatural power that exert influence over their beholders. 
That is because tiger-men can shift between human and animal spiritual 
form, and this capacity for metamorphosis is one of the key aspects of their 
innate power and being. For the greater a person’s powers of metamor-
phosis, the wider the range of their practical possibilities of being, and thus 
the more extensive the breadth of their experience and scope of their phe-
nomenal presence.50 Moreover, human observers, in reconstructing the 
mythical processes which brought tiger-men and their tattoos into worldly 
existence, attribute a magical agency to them, which transcends their own 
sense of existential being. These processes give rise to a phenomenon 
which anthropologist Alfred Gell51 describes as a “technology of enchant-
ment,” whereby the idea which a person forms in their mind of an object’s 
coming into being or existence in the world is evidence of its efficacy. In 
turn, by converting such ideas in the mind into physical impulses or mani-
festations in the world, information is transmitted.52 As previously noted, 
Chen-o Khuzuthrupa spoke about this perceived agency, since particular 
individuals within his community were jealous of his powers and abilities 
as a tiger-spirit man. He expanded upon these viewpoints in an interview 
with me:
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If I cursed somebody or if I was not happy with somebody, whatever I said 
that should happen to them would come true. If I had a dispute with 
another person, his spirit would be cursed, bad omens would befall them, 
and they might experience epileptic seizures. But if this person amends his 
feelings towards me, he would get well. Everyone knows this to be true.

in ConCluSion

This brief investigation of the Chen tiger-spirit tattoo is an inquiry, at once 
epistemological and ontological, of knowing oneself with respect to non-
human Others and how specific forms of tattooing question human views 
on the subject of being alive. It is also a meta-discourse about textuality, 
bodily narratives, and spiritually intertwined subjects within the context of 
an inter-species world.

I subscribe to the notion that Chen tiger-spirit tattoos are synonymous 
with language and writing, because their textuality involves various multi-
modal practices that communicate meaning upon the body: storytelling 
and myth, genealogy, ritual, accomplishment, identity, cultural reproduc-
tion, power relations, and (non)human agency that are recursive of 
inscribed truths involving personal, collective, and inter-species experi-
ence.53 Furthermore, I believe the terms language and writing relate to 
Indigenous tattooing as a visual system of communication because tattoos 
are purposefully deployed cross-culturally to make persons and their 
worlds understood. Indeed, human beings produce tattoos because there 
is something that demands to be said that cannot otherwise be expressed 
via other mediums of communication,54 and it is through these visual cues 
that an Indigenous society like the Chen becomes conscious of who it is 
vis-à-vis other beings from the human and nonhuman worlds. That is 
because the spiritual conspecifics in this discourse (i.e., tiger-spirits and 
tiger-men) are a distinctive part of the Chen’s intersubjective network of 
human-spiritual-animal relations, and this narrative conveys their history 
and idea of themselves as a people.

While the belief in tiger-spirits continues across various Naga regions 
today, among the Chen this once important aspect of Indigenous religion 
and being has greatly diminished. In the case of Chen-o Khuzuthrupa, he 
has not followed his tiger-spirit for many decades, and it has become noth-
ing more than an icon from a previous life.

“That was a former life,” he says. “After I became baptized in 1960, I 
left my old ways of life, and gave up in my belief of my feline spirit. With 
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deep introspection, I vowed not to submit to my tiger-spirit anymore. 
After I accepted my Lord, I began to believe in only one spirit—the Holy 
Spirit.”

Today, Chen-o Khuzuthrupa is a modern Christian and invisible animal 
spirits cease to be part of his identity. The materiality of the tiger-spirit’s 
essence is no longer felt, and now it is a symbol of passing reference, rather 
than a real subject who interactively shapes and directs his daily actions. 
But when Chen-o Khuzuthrupa looks at himself in the mirror, the nostal-
gia of his past life and experiences resurfaces. His tattoos have become part 
of his biographical text; one that was written upon his body long ago. As 
Longkumer noted in an interview with the elder: “Every time I look … it 
reminds me of the life I once led. The permanent markings on my body 
remind me of a life before, and how things have become now. They do not 
demean me in any way, but they do not make me proud of having them 
either. … So these are some of things I reflect upon, all the phases, all the 
many lives that I have lived in just one life, and it is a short one.”55

In closing my last interview with Chen-o Khuzuthrupa, which also hap-
pened on the day I photographed him for a television documentary pro-
gram,56 I asked if he believed his tiger-spirit would journey with him to the 
afterlife or Loomching.

“When I pledged myself to Christianity, I no longer received those 
visions, so it will not journey with me to Loomching,” he replied. 
“Moreover, I will go to the Christian afterlife, and it will not travel there. 
And although I am wearing some of my finest attire for you today–the 
head gear, cowry necklaces, elephant ivory armlets, and the blue beads on 
my legs that denote my bloodline–I don’t subscribe to these worldly 
appearances anymore. They are just for show. Naked I came from my 
mother’s womb, naked shall I go. Such is the teaching of Christ.”
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